In this paper, we propose a new temporal frame interpolation algorithm for frame rate upconversion (FRUC) in echocardiography images. This algorithm employs a combination of dimension reduction techniques and image registration to increase frame rate.
Introduction
Echocardiography has become the predominant imaging modality in diagnostic cardiology, because it is noninvasive, inexpensive, and able to show moving parts in real-time. However, transient small motion of the heart wall and valves can't be shown properly using low framerate imaging techniques. High frame rate is especially important in studying intra-cardiac structures where valve closure times are on the order of micro seconds. Current of-the-shelf ultrasound imaging systems have a limited frame rate because of the time it takes to send and receive all of the ultrasound beams necessary to reconstruct an image. While this frame rate is sufficient for real time human observation of basic ventricular function and assessment valve ability, understanding cardiac dynamics requires greater frame rates.
Several alternative methods have been developed to increase the ultrasound frame rate such as coded-excitation ultrasound imaging [1] - [7] and parallel processing techniques [8] - [10] .
Some others increased the frame rate by reducing the size of the field of view and the total number of beams [11] , [12] . The echocardiogram (ECG)-gating technique in ultrasound imaging is another method, recently introduced [13] . It divides the total field of view to seven equal sectors, and takes ECG signal and echocardiography images of each sector simultaneously. Then, combines the individual sectors into a large field-of-view at high beam density and also attains high frame rates. This last method assumes all heart cycles during a breath are the same. Also, because the respiratory motion could affect the heart's position, breath-holding during the entire scan was required for higher composite imaging performance. Another is the digital scan converter (DSC) introduced by Chang et al. [14] . In this technique, a sparse beam array is send to the heart and a low quality image is produced in a short time. Then, a number of pixels are interpolated between available pixels. This method is useful for the small cases, such as mouse, which need a small depth of penetration.
Frame rate up-conversion (FRUC) is to increase the frame rate of a video by interpolating
new frames and inserting them in between consecutive frames. Generally, FRUC can be classified into two groups. The first group interpolates the skipped frame along temporal axis without taking the object motion into account. Methods such as frame repetition (FR) and frame averaging (FA) belong to this group. These algorithms are very simple; but, produce "jerkiness" into the motion portrayal and blurriness on object boundaries [15] . The second group, named motion-compensated interpolation (MCI), interpolates the skipped frames along motion trajectory exploiting motion information between current successive frames [16] . Second group is more accurate than first group.
Fujiwara and Taguchi proposed a MCI method based on block matching algorithm (BMA).
Since the property of the BMA is changed by the size of the blocks, it is desirable for small moving objects to set block size small, and in global motion region to set the block size large.
Fujiwara and Taguchi used multi-size blocks and obtained less block artifact and more clear images [176] .
Thaipanich and Wu proposed a MCI method for the cases that input video has abrupt illumination change and/or a very low frame rate [18] . However, because echocardiography images don't have sudden changes in illumination and also satisfy a low threshold for frame rate, this method is not practical in these images.
We present a low complexity technique for exploiting the relationship between successive frames using the manifold learning algorithm and then interpolating new frames between available frames using MCI and FA.
The remains of this paper are organized as follows. The section 2 gives a mathematical background of the manifold learning algorithm and registration technique used here. Section 3 shows the results and section 4 presents the discussions. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Used Manifold learning Algorithm (LLE)
Manifold learning algorithms attempt to expose intrinsic parameters in order to find a lowdimensional representation of the data.
Suppose that the original data consists of n data samples (observations) of the X data-set with dimension D. The Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) algorithm projects these observations into a new data-set Y consisting of n points with dimension d (where d <D and often d <<D), while retaining the geometry of the data such as possible:
The embedding is optimized to preserve the local configurations of nearest neighbors.
Keeping geometry of data is important in our proposed method, so, LLE algorithm is suitable here.
As shown in figure (1) , LLE can be represented in three main steps [19] :
Identify the k nearest neighbors for each data point. This can be done in two ways. (a)
Having a constant k, find the k nearest neighbors as measured by Euclidian distance. (b)
Determine data points which have a determined distance (radius of neighborhood) from that specific data point.
Model the manifold as a collection of linear patches and attempt to characterize the geometry of these linear patches. To do so, attempt to represent as a weighted, convex combination of its nearest neighbors. These linear weights , must be chosen to minimize the following cost function
The weight matrix is used as a surrogate for the local geometry of the patches. Intuitively, reveals the layout of the points around . There are a couple of constraints on the weights: each row must sum to one (∑ = 1 =1 ), equivalently, each point is represented as a convex combination of its neighbors, and = 0 for j < k. The second constraint reflects that LLE is a local method; the first makes the weights invariant to global translations: if each is shifted by , then
So is unaffected. Moreover, is invariant to global rotations and scalings. Fortunately, there is a closed form solution for , which may be derived using Lagrange multipliers. In particular, the reconstruction weights for each point are given by
Where is the local covariance matrix with entries ≝ ( − ) ( − ) , and coordinates of each output yi to minimize the following cost function:
There are a couple of constraints on . First, = which forces the solution to be of rank [19] .
Here, in the first step, the K nearest neighbors for each data sample are determined as measured by the Euclidean distance. The LLE algorithm's outcomes are normally stable over a range of neighborhood sizes [19] ; in this study we chose k = 8 nearest neighbors for each data point.
While applying LLE algorithm on a specific image set, each pixel introduces one dimension.
So, dimensionality of an image with × pixels is 2 . That is a very large number. Making use of manifold learning, we can expose main parameters of echocardiography images and project them into a very low dimensional feature space.
Registration technique
The goal of image registration is to find the optimal transformation T, which will map any pixel in the floating image ( , ) to its corresponding pixel in the reference image The result of registration is an image which intensity values of its pixels are the same as the first image and its geometry is like the second image. LLE algorithm is executed on these ten volunteer cases echocardiography images. Framerates and heart-rates of these cases are shown in table (1) . Each frame had 401*461 pixels.
Experiment
Using LLE algorithm with k=8 nearest neighbors, a number of consecutive frames were projected into a three-dimensional space called "feature space" . Figures (2) show the image manifolds of one of the normal cases and endocardit case. Each "*" sign remarks one frame embedded in three-dimensional space.
We set the dimension of the feature space equal three, because this is the least dimensionality that can catch all of the important elements making difference between frames.
The relationship of two consecutive images was retained during embedding; so, the distance between two successive "*"s was a criterion of the difference between corresponding frames.
The average of these lengths was calculated and all of them were divided into this value and rounded to the nearest integer less than or equal to. The result was called characteristic number. The maximum characteristic number showed the suitable number of frames to be inserted among original frames.
Image registration was used where the division and rounding operations yielded a nonzero value. In this cases, motion vectors (MVs) were calculated and cut into a number of smaller vectors with equal length, named as chopped vectors. Figure (3) illustrates this for the case that difference of two successive images was twofold of the mean difference.
Considering two frames of the cycle, first frame was added with chopped vectors to construct middle frames. Since the number of chopped vectors between each pair of frames was different, to retain timing properties of the cycle, we used linear average of available frames to reach an equal number of frames between each pair of original successive frames. Using registration to produce new frames between two successive frames with a small difference takes a lot of time, but don't give much more information than averaging. So, we don't use registration for all frames.
First, we found out the difference between each characteristic number and the maximum characteristic number. Then, we used below algorithm.
Since maximum characteristic number of echocardiography images was less than three, there was four possible difference numbers. When the difference was zero, linear averaging wasn't applied and all of unoriginal frames were produced using registration algorithm. When the difference was one, we inserted linear average of first frame and first registered frame between these two frames. When the difference was two, we had one registered frame, and inserted the linear average of this frame and two original frames before and after it. When the difference was three, we had no registered frame. So we inserted linear average of the two original frames between them; then, inserted average of this new frame and original frames before and after it. Figure (4) illustrates this for the case that maximum characteristic number was three.
Applying above algorithm on 50 frames of normal cases and endocardit and prosthetic mitral valve cases resulted different number of frames, shown in table (1) .
Results
Information about original echocardiography images and the frame rate up converted images is shown in table (1) . To obtain proper frame rate, the number of result frames should be divided to the number of embedded frames and multiplied to the original frame rate. But, frame rates higher than 100 frames per second need special software and hardware.
Since maximum characteristic number of echocardiography cycle was less than three, and number of original frames used evaluate presented algorithm was 50, the number of result frames is less than 200. 
Discussion
Frames shown in figure (5) In figure 4 , green circles show one of the most important parts for diagnosis. It is clear that produced frame shows this part much better.
5.Conclusion
In this paper, a low complexity FRUC method for echocardiography images is proposed. Our method finds the motion trajectory of echocardiography images and the relationship between 
